Acoustic environments vary dramatically within the home setting. They can be a source of comfort and tranquility or chaos that can lead to less optimal cognitive development in children.
INTRODUCTION
Infants experience a tremendous amount of positive and negative auditory stimulation. Reducing the later and increasing the former can contribute to the healthy mental development of infants and proper acquisition of language [18] . Research evidence suggest that higher levels of chaotic home environment are associated with less optimal cognitive and social development in children [2] . Research to date has only subjectively measured household chaos [2] [17] . The ability to be able to predict how chaotic an infant's home is important as preventative measures can be taken in a timely manner to avoid negative consequences. For this project, we propose to use three unsupervised machine learning techniques to classify the intensity of household chaos. These unsupervised techniques include hierarchical clustering using K-Means, clustering using self-organizing map (SOM), and deep learning. Our goal is to predict the intensity of chaos for each 10 second segments of the audio samples. Although, chaos is a very subjective term, we define it as including loud and/or multiple overlapping sounds in the environment. Low chaos refers to distant or soft sounds or sounds that have a tonal quality (e.g. mother talking to the infant, music). We define these terms with respective to the infant and what could be positive or detrimental to the cognitive development of the infant [2] .
RELATED WORK
Prior work shows that there is a connection between household chaos and child development [2] [13] . Higher levels of chaotic home environment are associated with less optimal cognitive and social development in children [2] . For example, music and speech patterns with low frequencies have shown to improve the neural development of infants [13] . Currently, household chaos is only measured qualitatively using surveys [2] [17] . A common measure decomposed household chaos into household instability and household disorganization [2] . The other common measure is a survey that included items such as "The children have a regular bedtime routine" and "You can't hear yourself think in our home" [9] . In order to better understand the effects of household chaos on a child's development, an objective measurement of household chaos is needed to give a deeper insight into the household environments of these households as well as reduce bias from surveys [5] [11] .
Within the child development domain, objective measurement methods utilizing machine learning techniques have been explored. For instance, Random Forest have been used to distinguish between cry of preterm and full-term newborns [14] . Support Vector Machines were used to generalize babies of varying ages and vocalization context [1] . However, machine learning techniques have not been applied to predict the level of chaos in an infant's home environment. In this paper, we show that machine learning techniques are feasible to quantify an infant's household chaos levels.
DATA PRE-PROCESSING AND FEATURE EXTRACTION

Dataset and White Noise Filtering
We use the dataset from the Baby Wearables Home Study that is provided to us by the Daily Activity Lab supervised by Dr. Kaya De Barbaro. It contains audio samples collected via LENA (Language Environment Analysis) placed on the infant's chest. The data was collected for 26 infants aged six weeks to nine months for a continuous period of 24 hrs each (total of 624 hrs). However, we choose to use a subset of 197 hours for 9 participants (23 hours for 4 and 21 hours for 5) due to computational constraints and missing raw data. For pre-processing, we used version 2.3.0 of Audacity to remove white noise [16] .
Audio Feature Extraction
For each participant, we segment the audio into 1 second audio samples and extract features for each frame. We use a frame size of 1s with 50% overlap as we want to capture the small nuances in the audio samples. This is a common technique used in many previous environment sound processing works [3] [12] [4] . The features extracted are the following and are computed using the Librosa library in Python [10] : raw features (mean and standard deviation of the raw audio signal), MFCC, root-mean square energy (RMSE), zero-crossings, spectral centroid, spectral bandwidth, spectral roll-off and spectral flatness.
To reduce the dimensionality of the features, we compute the mean and standard deviation for the above features for each 1 second frame, giving us a total of 18 features per frame. We further take the average of the means and standard deviations of 20 contiguous segments to get features for 10 second frames with no overlap. This helps us to capture the short bursts of noise while also capturing constant loud noises that are present in the environment. The feature extraction computation took six days on a 12 core computer.
METRIC OF EVALUATION
Silhouette Score
As we use an unsupervised learning algorithm and we do not have any ground truth regarding the chaos levels of these audio segments, we measure the goodness of our clusters using the silhouette score metric [15] . Silhouette score has a range from -1 to 1 and it measures how similar is a cluster is to itself and how dissimilar is it to other clusters. So a high value closer to 1 signifies a good cluster that is tightly bound and is very different from other clusters.
Random Sampling
After we get the clusters, we randomly sample segments from each cluster and listen to them and to compute the accuracy of that cluster.
HIERARCHICAL UNSUPERVISED CLUSTERING USING K-
MEANS
Feature Selection
For our first model, we use the simple K-means Clustering algorithm [6] with these five chosen features -raw_mean of audio signal, mfcc_std computed on the spectrogram of the audio signal, rmse_mean and rmse_std and spectral_centroid_std. As the correlation matrix ( Figure 6 in Appendix) shows that some of these features are highly correlated with each other, we choose to use a subset of these features which are less than 85% correlated. To reduce the dimensionality further, we tried out every combination of the features with K-means and decided on these features as they gave the most meaningful results. 
Feature selected
Silhouette Score raw_mean 0.98 mfcc_std 0.70 rmse_mean and rmse_std 0.70 centroid_std 0.68 Table 1 . Silhouette scores obtained at each branch of the Hierarchical Clustering Tree
Hierarchical K-Means Clustering
We tried out various combination of features and used the silhouette score as a metric to judge the goodness of the clustering. However, as it can be seen in Figure 7 (Appendix), for two and three clusters, the silhouette score consistently goes down as you add more features. Therefore, we choose to use the five features, one feature at a time in a hierarchical fashion (k=2 at each step) to obtain the five clusters as the leaves of the hierarchical tree. The order of the features was determined through trial and error. In this way, we preserve the high silhouette score at branch (only two clusters are produced at each step) and still get meaningful clusters that are able to quantify chaos. This hierarchical tree is depicted in Figure 1 .
Results
We labelled the five leaf clusters of the tree (Figure 1 ): infant crying/fussing, low human sounds includes conversation with the baby or one person nearby, baby cooing, music, distant TV noise, etc., loud human noise/overlap includes restaurant ambience, parties, loud music, etc. silence includes very low white noise, breathing sounds, sleeping sounds, etc., and loud white noise includes sounds like vacuuming, car passing by, etc. The silhouette scores obtained at each branch are collated in Table 1 . Figure 1 also shows the clusters grouped together to show the levels of chaos. As we are classifying chaos with respect to what is detrimental to the infant, we classify baby crying/fussing as low chaos. We classify low human sounds as low chaos as human speech and music have shown to have positive effect on infant's cognitive levels [13] . We do not care about the misclassified segments during clustering as long as they belong the same level of chaos. For example -baby fussing or cooing sounds classified in the low human sounds cluster are correctly classified as they both are low chaos clusters. Figure 8 (Appendix) shows the proportion of time spent by 4 of the households in each cluster. It can be seen that the time spent in each chaos levels varies and it would interesting future work to see how this affects the infant's cognitive skills.
In addition to the silhouette score, we also sampled 50 audio segments from each of these clusters and computed the accuracy of the cluster.We calculate the accuracy of our clusters, by counting the number of correctly classified segments and dividing by 50, and these results are tabulated in Table  2 . Taking an average over these accuracy, this model has a 81.2% accuracy. The loud human noise/overlap cluster has the lowest accuracy as most of the misclassified segments were that of the baby crying. Acoustically, it makes sense that they fall in the same cluster as they are equally loud and chaotic. However, in this context, baby crying should be low chaos and hence leads to misclassification. In future work, we plan to remove baby noises before clustering to improve our results.
UNSUPERVISED CLUSTERING USING SELF-
ORGANIZING MAP
The self-organizing map (SOM) is a type of neural network that transforms the input space into a two-dimensional map. The input space are the training samples fed into the neural network, and the neurons connected to the training samples represent the nodes of the two-dimensional grid. Given that the layer of neurons are the nodes in the two-dimensional map, we will use neurons and nodes interchangeably. As a result, a map is formed which reduces the dimensionality of the input space (dataset). The foundation of the SOM resides in the classical vector quantization (VQ) which creates "optimally tuned feature-sensitive filters by competitive learning" [8] . However, Kohonen et al. [7] , adjusted the VQ models to become spatially and globally ordered. Doing so allows similar models to be closer on the grid, whereas models that are dissimilar are farther away on the grid. Therefore, as input vectors(batches) are continuously fed into the neural network, the position of the nodes is adjusted on the map as the weights for the input vector are adjusted over time.
In SOM, there are no activation functions and the weights are a characteristic of the node itself. The weight can be considered as a coordinate in the input space. The columns of the input space are the number of weight coordinates for each node. For instance, if there were 4 columns in the input space, then each node would have its own 4-dimensional coordinate point.
Feature Selection
In this research, we elected to utilize 18 features to create an 18x18 grid that produces 324 neurons (or nodes). After generating the SOM, we can see the weight planes for each feature for the entire data set. In Figure 12 (Appendix), lighter colors represent smaller weights and weight planes that are similar indicate features that are highly correlated. For instance, input 3 (Flatness Mean) and input 4 (Flatness Standard Deviation) are highly correlated. Based on the information from Figure  12 (Appendix), we can eliminate several redundant features to reduce the dimensionality of our model and increase its performance. In this model, 18 features have been reduced to 8 and the number of nodes has been reduced from 324 to 256, and again to 16. Figure 10 (Appendix) shows similar patterns for 256 Neurons as well as 16 Neurons, but the number of nodes has been drastically reduced so that a reasonable number of clusters can be generated. Therefore, this model will generate 16 varying levels of chaotic a home environment.
Weighted Planes
Looking at neighbor weight distances in Figure 11 (Appendix), we can visualize the Euclidean distance for each node with respect to its neighbor. Darker connections represent features in the input space that are far apart while lighter colors represent nodes in close proximity. Therefore, a series of dark connections can be considered as barriers that separate larger regions of similar features. However, in our model there are few dark borders but several regions where red and orange overlap to separate themselves from yellow. This represents a close proximity between nodes corresponding to features that share similar characteristics. This suggest varying overlap in the type of sound classes experienced for all participants. In Figure 3 , the 256 Neuron case shows two runs for the same model but seemingly different results. However, taking a closer look we can see the patterns generated are similar but only the orientation is different, and the same patterns are generated for the 16-Neuron case.
Clustering
Clustering of sound classification occurs on multiple dimensions of the input space. For instance, Figure 9 (Appendix) shows two 2-dimensional clustering which provides information for 3 of the 8 dimensions in the input space. The unsupervised model generated 16 clusters which were inputted into a supervised learning classifier to verify the accuracy of each cluster. We elected to use 5-fold cross validation to prevent over-fitting rather than leave one out since we are inputting data from a shallow learning architecture. We compared both Weighted K-Nearest Neighbors and Fine Decision Trees to determine the highest accuracy. Additionally, to help further reduce the dimensionality of the dataset, we also compared both classifiers using principal component analysis with 95 percent variance. Table 3 shows the accuracy for each classifier.
Limitations and Further Work
Although clusters were generated and its accuracy provided, not all clusters were verified to indicate very similar sounds. However, the clusters that were verified provided similar Table 3 . Classifier Accuracy Figure 2 . Training and testing process for the unsupervised deep learning approach sounds so clusters must be labeled, and those labeled clusters must be organized chaos levels.
UNSUPERVISED DEEP LEARNING
We also explored using an unsupervised deep learning approach to distinguish audio signals that are chaotic or not (termed "yes chaos" and "no chaos"). We used Keras with TensorFlow as the backend. Figure 2 shows the training and testing process for this approach. During the training phase, we first normalized the raw data and then extracted the melspectrogram. We also normalized the melspectrogram and fed this into the autoencoder to automatically extract features. We trained the autoencoder and used the extracted features as inputs to the KMeans model. In the testing phase, the difference is that we use the encoder to predict the features and use these features to the trained KMeans model to distinguish between yes and no chaos.
Autoencoder Design
Autoencoders are used for automatic feature extraction. It is trained to recreate the original input by using a smaller representation. The autoencoder includes two main components, the encoder and decoder. The encoder coverts the input to a lower dimensional representation and the the decoder uses this representation to recreate the original input. We designed a fully connected, symmetric autocoder with three layers each for the encoder and decoder (Figure 3 ). All the layers are a feed-forward neural network. For the encoder, the first and second layers, the activation function is sigmoid. The activation function for the third layer is linear. The rationale for choosing linear is that we want the features to span a dynamic range as large as possible. Next, we added Gaussian noise (µ = 0, σ = 1/ √ 10) in order to regularize the model and train the encoder to generate separable features which helps the clustering model later. For the encoder layers, the activation functions are sigmoid, sigmoid, and ReLu. The rationale for choosing ReLu is that it matches the positive values of the input data. 
Parameters Selection
To select the autoencoder parameters, we trained 9 models. We varied the latent dimensions (8, 16, 32) and the adadelta optimizer learning rate (0.1, 1, 10). We used mean squared error for the loss, window size of 1 second (8,000 samples) with no overlap, batch size of 4096, 10,000 epochs, and 90% train and 10% validation data. The input data is taken from two participants where it is balanced in terms of silence and non-silence (5 hrs of silence and 5 hrs of non-silence from each participant). Examples of non-silence are people talking and music/TV in the background. Examples of silence include white noise and static noise. Figure 13 (Appendix) shows the results where the best latent dimension is 16 and learning rate is 10 (training loss = 0.03).
Based on the results of exploring the parameters, we trained the autoencoder with balanced data from four participants which is a total of 40 hrs. We used 90% train and 10% test. We also used mean squared error for the loss, window size of 1 sec with no overlap, batch size of 4096, 10,000 epochs, 16 latent dimensions, and adadelta with a learning rate of 10. Results show that the training loss is 0.05 and validation loss is 0.08. However, the results plot ( Figure 4) show that the validation loss spiked a few times. Closer investigation revealed that the audio segments with the spikes are when there is close to complete silence, thus adadelta is not good at learning this type of data. Next we modified the model to use a different optimizer, RMSprop. Results in Figure 5 showed that RMSprop can better handle the close to complete silence audio (training loss = 0.05, validation loss = 0.06) 
KMeans Model Training
Next, we used the extracted features as input to train the KMeans model. The number of clusters is unknown so we experimented with various sizes (2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16) and calculated the silhouette score. Results in Table 4 show that the silhouette scores are similar to each other.
Step plots of the results (Figures 14 and 15 in Appendix) show that as the number of clusters increases, i.e., more granularity, the model is able to better distinguish between silence and non-silence.
In practice, a system that clusters every 1 second may be at a scale that is too fine. Thus, we created a 11 second window with majority vote. Within the 11 second window, there will be a yes/no chaos prediction for each second. The prediction that is the most frequent is chosen as the final prediction for the entire window.
Results
For testing, we used balanced data that has not been seen by the encoder. This data is taken from four participants (66 seconds per participant). To assess the system's accuracy, we manually listened to the audio files. For the KMeans model with 2 clusters, the accuracy is about 92%. For the KMeans model with 3 clusters, the accuracy is about 96%. With the 3 clusters, one prediction is no chaos and the other two predictions are yes chaos.
CONTRIBUTION
Research to date has only subjectively measured household chaos [2] [17] . Our work contributes by showcasing that unsupervised learning approaches can be used to classify levels of chaos. To our knowledge, this is a first work in the literature that tries to qualitatively quantify household chaos. We explored unsupervised techniques include hierarchical clustering using K-Means, clustering using SOM, and deep learning and show that these techniques are promising in objectively quantifying household chaos to reduce the burden on hand annotations as well as bias from surveys. The three different models were all successful in classifying chaos albeit to different levels of granularity. This gives the user the power to choose the model depending on level of granularity of required.
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
We show that unsupervised hierarchical clustering using K-Means, clustering using SOM, and deep learning are able to successfully classify between chaos and non-chaos. However, as the work is unsupervised it is hard to compute the accuracy of clusters formed and has to be subjected to individual's opinion. Future work will involve calculating inter-rater reliability and implementing semi-supervised techniques, e.g. active learning, to improve our results. In addition, manual feature extraction took about six days in which future work includes ways to reduce this computation time. With the deep learning approach, a common challenge is the interpretability of the extracted features. Deciding which approach to use will depend on how the system is used, i.e., importance of false alarms.
The other limitation of our work is that the segments include baby crying and other baby sounds, which should be removed as we are trying to classify the environmental sounds. In future work, we plan to remove these segments as they reduce the accuracy of our models and retrain our models.
Also, as the data collected is from participants with a high socioeconomic income background, it is not very representative of all households. Therefore, more data needs to be collected in order to train better models and get a more balanced data in order to quantitatively conclude about the effect of chaos on infants.
CONCLUSION
In this work, we show that unsupervised learning approaches (hierarchical clustering using K-Means, clustering using SOM, and deep learning) can be used to qualitatively classify the different intensities of chaos in household environments thus reducing the burden on hand annotations and bias in surveys. We designed, trained, validated, and tested the three approaches on data from 9 participants which were at least successfully able to differentiate between chaos and non-chaos for 10 second audio segments. Our results show that this approach is promising and future work will use these classified intensities of chaos to look into cognition development of infants. 
